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Abstract 18 

The wireless poka-yoke (WPY) is a novel concept that is concerned with profound control for ventilator processes' 19 

behavior to enhance their reliability's mechanisms for its importance after the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic. 20 

The Ventilator's performance based on rapid controlling some of the influencing variables that reset according to the 21 

patient's case. The target is to guarantee smooth traffic O2 flows by controllable the created eddies, which based on 22 

impacted variables (e.g., viscosity, Reynolds, and its Circulation value) to create a stationary pressure to push the air 23 

to patients' muzzles. The stationary pressure used to create oriented and controllable eddies' paths via controlling the 24 

liquid full of ventilator's incubator to maintain the uniform O2 velocity flow. The proposed algorithm based on tackling 25 

these variables through (IoT) technology that using sensor data in real-time that can enhance the intervention in-time 26 

by Neural-Networks (NN) to predict patient's case changes, and take-over the eddies created to achieve the target. The 27 

NN not only forecasting eddies' path and bursting position that makes negative pressure in pleural space of alveoli, to 28 

push the air in a regular case. The paper adopts a WPY's perspective that derivative from DMAIC tools to improve 29 

processes' reliability. 30 

Keywords 31 
Ventilator mechanism, Reynolds and Circulation number, Neural-Network, Wireless Poka-Yoke, COVID-19. 32 
 33 

1. Introduction 34 

In recent years, great interest has emerged in the use of deep learning, especially for tackling problems at the 35 
sub-causes level (i.e., unseen mechanism), as the Lean approach recommends (Liu. et al., 2018). The Convolutional 36 
Neural Network (CNN) has become well-known among various types of deep controls since its results first appeared 37 
in the Image Net Large Scale Visual Recognition Competition (ILSVRC) in 2012 (Krizhevsky, et al., 2012 and Huang. 38 
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et al., 2017). The deep-learning emulates data analysis that regarding the sub-causes via remote control of processes' 39 
mechanism through IoT, which access to improve the performance and control the mechanical behavior as DMAIC 40 
recommended and present the new perception of "WPY" implementation, which is important for providing an 41 
interdisciplinary overview for tackling various challenges of any processes' mechanism, such as productivity, 42 
environmental impact, reliability and sustainability (Bastiaanssen, et al., 2000 and Gebbers, et al., 2010 ). Maria Joao 43 
Félix et. al., 2019 contribute to find an innovative aspect of simplify, enhance and reliable the processes' mechanism. 44 
The result will be processed that have a high-reliability level, which will contribute to lower the slowdowns frequency 45 
that puts patients at risk. Society struggle in non-proliferation of epidemics by caring is a respected field, which needs 46 
to harness technology to evolve the reliability level that has become a top priority in the improvement agenda of many 47 
countries nowadays, especially with the advent of Covid-19. Therefore, medical equipment needs to be smart and 48 
have the ability of rapid intervention at-risk cases forecasted. These ideas elevate the design challenges to a new 49 
dimension of controlling remotely as named a wireless poka-yoke that alluded by M. Rükmann, et al., 2015 in his 50 
future work context. The respiratory device request is in the tops of the countries demands due to the spread of the 51 
Covid-19 pandemic. The mechanism of this ventilator based on pumping O2 gas in steady-state according to five 52 
stages for patients' risk cases from A to E. The ventilator must be smart and sensitive to predict influencing variables 53 
that help the patients on smooth inhalation and exhalation according to their patients' chest and lung efficiency. This 54 
mechanism based on using IoT with respecting Poka-Yoke (i.e., fool-proofing) concept to be wirelessly, and controlled 55 
via Neural-Network NN to adapting the ventilator to become suit to the patient according to some influencing variables 56 
that measured in time. The proposed mechanism based on processes altering, transmit and direct energy (i.e., 57 
compressed air with the specific flow) in a predetermined manner to replace the patient's muscles in performing the 58 
breathing work. The profound understanding of this mechanism based on the anatomy of the respiration tract and its 59 
main parts (e.g., the lung can be represented as a thin balloon (i.e., alveoli mimicker), has a pleural space, and 60 
surrounded by chest wall). If a negative pressure between the chest wall and lung created by the air intake draw, the 61 
mechanism will trigger. But the main challenge is continuity of working in a high sensitivity case for predicting to 62 
some of the influencing variables affect the patients (e.g., unexplained hyperthermia, the respiratory time (inhalation 63 
and exhalation cycle-time) and hypercoagulable) and others on a ventilator liquid incubator (e.g., reservoir) such as 64 
liquid's viscosity, the respiratory mechanism time, temperature, muzzle orifice diameter, hose section diameter, 65 
Reynolds Re, and its Circulation Ω value, which responsible about creating eddies that work to create negative 66 
pressure and enhance its outputs.  67 

The lung (mimicked by balloons) has many alveoli full of pressure (Pa) based on twice its surface tension (Ts) 68 
divided by alveolar radius (r) according to 𝑃𝐴 =

(2 × 𝑇𝑠)
𝑟⁄ . The lung compliance means its working mechanism of 69 

inhalation (i.e., expandability is synonymous to high compliance) and exhalation processes of air. The compliance is 70 
given generally by volume/pressure and has two aspects (i.e., dynamic and static compliance), the first is based on 71 
peak pressure, while the second based on plateau pressure as illustrates in Figure-1. The ventilator must consider these 72 
processes in a modular case. The current study focuses on respirator's process improvement, by creating negative 73 
pressure in pleural space between artificial lung (i.e., balloons' tides) and chest wall regularly, via moves a fluid eddy 74 

through resistance aisle based on Neural-Network algorithm predominance to press the gas toward the muzzle. This 75 
thinking seeking to demonstrate the ability of ventilator in the improvement of its process outputs in a way to suit the 76 
patients' case and managing to create a correct balance between the lung muscles and flow stream by distributing these 77 
orifice aisles carefully in the face of eddies paths to increase the reliability of process as deduced from G. Ringen, et. 78 
al., 2018. The improvement of breathing process reliability as declared by WHO is one of the main means to combat 79 
Covid-19, via emerging ICT technologies that relevant for understanding unseen processes mechanism through 80 
sensing and forecasting for deviating of influencing variables at upstream. The modern researches recommend using 81 

Static compliance 

Dynamic compliance 

Figure-1: The dynamic and static compliance for inhalation and exhalation 
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the Internet of Things (IoT) (Weber RH., et al., 2010 ) to create patients' medical file using 5G properties to detect a 82 
deviation in their biological factors and enable rapid decision making which suits for patient's case (Hashem, et al., 83 
2015) depending on NN capabilities. This concept advocated by Chi M. et. al. 2016, who emphasized the possibility 84 
of measurement and the ability to take advantage of big data control in the presence of IoT technology (LeCun Y., 85 
2015 and Kamilaris A., et al., 2017), which offer the abilities to tackle the minor details to revamp a lean concept in 86 
deep. The WPY aimed at analyzing the causes and sub-causes forms to improve any process and controlling the 87 
breathing mechanisms in the unseen processes affected by one of six causes forms of the fish-bone skeleton. This 88 
control considered as a seed of improvement for process reliability as claimed by M. Gregor (2017), via simulation 89 
tackling (D.R. Kiran, et al., 2017 and Paloma Diaz-Guti_errez, et al., 2020). This study aimed at imaging and 90 
monitoring the “eddy path” occurrences that have the maximum push of airflow, to indicate the sudden disorganization 91 
of a slim swirl that occurs when a characteristic ratio of azimuthal to axial velocity components is varied in a common 92 
mechanism sector, which is "eddy path" to choose the high compliance alveoli positions in the proposed devise (Abed 93 
A., et al., 2014 and Ioffe S., et al., 2015). The axial flow slope designates an internal stagnancy point on the vortex/eddy 94 
axis, followed by backward flow in an area of limited axial extent. The burst is a characteristic behavior for eddies 95 
when moving through resistance's aisle orifice, which will generate oriented pressure towards the compliance balloon 96 
(mimicked to alveolar) that pushes the air toward the muzzle's orifice. Therefore, the researcher must install the 97 
material of balloons to face this path to create maximum negative pressure between the balloon and chest wall (i.e., 98 
the incubator inner body or reservoir). The core of high vortices discovered at the minimal almost symmetric axis. 99 
There is a characteristically, ratable axial component of movement in increment the eddy, or azimuthal component, 100 
which must install the balloons to face this direction (Srigrarom S., et al., 2007 ) and swirling combustors. Similarly, 101 
(Aksel, 1992 and Kaya and Jochmann et. al., 2006 ) numerical computations of the eddy phenomenon collapsing were 102 
carried out in a cylinder section of the ventilator's incubator. Under controlled phenomenon circumstances, 103 
experiments on vortices confined in hoses were devised by Harvey (Harvey J., et al., 2006 and Abed and Farag 2014), 104 
and many others. Most investigators used a cylindrical orifice divergent section as a test section to study the different 105 
class of eddy burst to create negative pressure phenomena to full the lung all the pleural space. Moreover, despite 106 
empirical, numeral, and theoretical research, eddies become useful if determine carefully its path, which builds on its 107 
frame, leftover debatable, and commonly rejected caption has stood out. The goal of the setting realization is to 108 
research the reliance on the core eddy disruption class to install the faced balloons on its path. The resultant eddies 109 
according to some of the influencing factors such as (feed rate, viscosity, balloon's tissue thickness, muzzle diameter 110 
orifice, liquid temperature, respiratory cycle-time, Reynolds number (Re) and circulation number (Ω)) to benefit from 111 
created pressure toward fixed muzzle diameter Ø 0.6'', as well as for an anti-clockwise flow direction, which visualized 112 
when used dye injection. 113 

The fluid mechanism movement is subject to randomly disturbances push researchers to evolve their monitored 114 
from the 2D, which based on monocular vision, to a 3D control via a binocular stereovision (P.J. Sousa, et al., 2017). 115 
This work based in control on two cameras GS3-U-123s6m offer 4096x3000 pixels resolution at a maximum speed 116 
of 28 frames per second to achieve 3.45 μm resolutions per pixel. 3D monitored requires identify the intersection of 117 
two optical rays formulated in gradual coordinate system, which calibrated with a special target that undergoes 118 
arbitrary motions for resultin eddies [30]. This work aims at controlling deployed eddies via monitored and chases 119 
them to burst it, to create negative pressure to trigger the inhalation and exhalation process of the lung, through evolve 120 
the sensors of proposed ventilator to control on some of significant factors, which maintain the match stationary for 121 
patient's case (C. Bermudo, et al., 2019).  122 

The vital functions of the patient are multiple and it is important to control keeping them at safe limits and levels. 123 
Therefore, an accurate prediction becomes easily in the existence of the Internet of Things (IoT) technologies that 124 
using sensor data in real-time. Deep Learning (DL) algorithms useful in predicting the equipment function reliability. 125 
Srikanth Namuduri et al., 2019 review the DL algorithms used for predictive maintenance and presents a case study 126 
of engine failure prediction. This paper discusses the current use of sensors that aided with neural networks in the 127 
industry and future opportunities for electro-mixture sensors in predictive performance for a specific process and 128 
presents a case study in an international consultant office of ventilators tests. 129 

 130 
2. Main Objective 131 

The paper aims to increase the ventilator performance up to 95% - 99%, via reducing the losses paths of eddies 132 
created in the liquid, when its trip through resistance aisle to pushing the air toward the muzzle. The proposed 133 
problem's tackling illustrates in Figure-2 clarifies the sequential stages through a DMIAC roadmap to control the 134 
movement of eddies phenomena via imaging (A.G.Arteaga, et al., 2019) that aided with WPY intervenes as illustrates 135 
in Figure 2.(b) flowchart. 136 
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 147 

3. The Define Phase (DOE's Setup and Test Procedures) 148 

A.G. Arteaga (2019) advocates that performance improvement customization is sought based on the control of 149 
process's mechanism (M. Fadzly, et al., 2017). Which makes the resource utilization, rate, and cost based on 150 
performance indicators that subject to the design of experiments and control. (A.G. Arteaga 2019) also gave us using 151 
conditions of a push/pull system (i.e., Kanban) that used to control eddies distributed overall the liquid due to its 152 
circulation and affect the reliability. Therefore, the researcher creates a central room in the injection system that 153 
controls eddies' paths to trigger the breathing process as illustrated later in Figure-9.  154 

The objectives of this experimental work are to study the effects of interaction between significant factors relating 155 
to the mixture proposed liquid used in pushing air via eddies created that cause eddies, and to study their direction of 156 
movement (e.g., downstream) during mobility in the hoses. Figure-3, illustrates the "cause and effect" diagram for 157 
ventilator mechanism that suffers breathing disturbance due to eddy deviation effects, which created due to the 158 
disturbance of pushing air while it being distributed. This problem causes poor ventilator performance for more than 159 
1840 sec/week, which represents 17 heart attack /week. Eddies created and moved undesirable distances go off path, 160 
which must be restricted. Thus, the process controlled as illustrated in Figure-4 and analyzing these significant factors 161 
to determine which significant, as illustrated in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, which illustrate the importance of elasticity of balloon 162 
membrane (i.e., mimic alveoli), and orifice aisles diameter must suit the eddy type. Therefore, the orifice shapes will 163 
distributed according to facing eddies paths with different viscosity. 164 

 165 

 166 

 167 

 168 

 169 

 170 

 171 

 172 

 173 

 174 

 175 

Figure-2 (a): The problem tackling via DMAIC Phases. (b): The IoT relation with WPY controlling tool. 

 

 

Figure 3. Cause and effect of patient-ventilator process interaction. 

(a) (b) 
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 189 

4. Measurement phase (Ventilator description) 190 

This phase based on eddies path detection preludes to control its path. Therefore, the researcher’s interests 191 
in classify and identify its pushing effect for air in the central room in a steady-state situation (Lucke, et al., 192 
2019). This work highlights the ability to implement WPY thinking in unseen layers of processes' mechanism 193 
with the assistance of imaging techniques to increase its reliability via controlling it through IoT to create central 194 
control as K. Chen et al., 2019 recommended, (detecting eddies paths) to get better the robustness of the eddies 195 
detection in ventilator processes Xiaofeng, et al., 2020. The work follow to example of (Su J., et al., 2018) when 196 
classify the alarm proactive to two levels according to the position threshold (i.e., Level-1: low-severity threshold 197 
when bubbles go far away from pleural space orifice and reduce the synthetic negative pressure.) and (Level-2 198 
alarm: high riskiness sill, when all bubbles enter the orifice of alveoli balloon and create tides frequently in 199 
pleural space and increase the effect of synthetic negative pressure that accelerates the breath's process). Relevant 200 
influence variables are chosen as the minimum-verbosity-Maximum-Relationship standard of level-2 alert to 201 
only keep variables with big variance relative to the level of liquid disturbance as discussed by Yuchun Fang et 202 
al., 2020. This research highlights to use of flow rate measurement that maintains accurate and stable output 203 
value to control eddies' creation and its paths. In some ventilator types that based on single-code pumps, the 204 
significant stream rate turns to happen due to rotor-stator interaction. Therefore, the research advocates building 205 
smart ventilator control the fluctuations via controlling some of the significant factors (L. Matteo, et al., 2019). 206 
In order to test the effect of the key factors illustrated in Figure-3 on eddy creation, the researchers designed and 207 
constructed a special prototype test ventilator follows fluid mechanics laboratory with a consultant U.S.C.C 208 
house in the 10th of Ramadan city (Egypt). The measurement stage depends on the observed and collected factors, 209 

Figure 4: Sub-causes tackling via N-N principals 

Figure 7: Pressure affected with alveoli elasticity 

Figure 5: The amount of eddies created of Liquid 

Figure 6: Component sequencing to adjust the pressure 
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which were manipulated via the prototype ventilator shown in Figure-8 (i.e., incubation sector) and Figure-9, 210 
which illustrates a schematic prototype ventilator diagram (front view) and its Ventilators size description beside 211 
the figure. The prototype cistern head distributes its mixture liquid beside the incubator to tackle eddies’ 212 
movement through two coaxial triangular sections to create negative pressure. The outer cistern designed as a 213 
jacket with three sides (23 x 23 x 23 cm) made of transparent acrylic sheet 0.15 cm thick. A part of its base was 214 
made of a transparent acrylic has, 18x18 cm, to facilitate the visualization of the vane-setting angle. The inner 215 
cistern is also made of acrylic sheet with dimensions of 12cm x 12cm x 23cm and fixed coaxially with the inner 216 
cistern diameter.  217 

This ventilator designed to measure the result of changes in the interaction of significant factors illustrated 218 
in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. The three sides of the inner incubator's jacket (i.e., chest wall of incubation) cistern have 132 219 
holes have special positions faced eddy paths as illustrated in Figure-9 later, which illustrates three stages or 220 
rooms (A,B and C) of this mechanism. The liquid creates eddies that move through holes to create negative 221 
pressure via tides actions to triggers the lung work, these holes distributed from 0.03 cm to 0.1 cm diameter 222 
according to eddy type. The central room orifice represents the resistance between high compliance alveoli and 223 
low compliance airways, and located 10 cm below opening of the muzzle's orifice. The swirled entrance tackled 224 
by two-orifice direction, with length 4mm (cylindrical section) & 15 mm (Cone section) were used to determine 225 
effect on the eddy phenomena. The two orifice have constant inner diameter of 1.5 mm. The vanes were fixed 226 
axially at a radius of 1.0 cm. The amount of swirls transported on the fluid influenced by the vane angle tuning, 227 
Φ, and the feed rate. It was necessary to design a precise pictorial WPY experiment to study the movement of 228 
eddies (created from eddies) and sequential changes for the vane angles, as a prelude to control the travelling 229 
distance of eddies and achieving the Lean objective. The resistance room fixed vertically, with the lower plate 230 
of the eddy during two verges and equipped with a holder with 15 orifices with a bore diameter ranging from 231 
0.03 to 0.5 mm. Because of altering (Re) numbers from 690 to 7312 (cylindrical section), 885 to 10837 (cone 232 
section), the swirl vane angle distribution (i.e., circulation number Ω) was controlled for counter-clockwise flow 233 
directions, because they have a direct effect on eddies caused by eddy burst in a zone ahead of the burst (i.e., 234 
pressure range effect). A scale pasted on the incubator surface to monitor and measure the location of the eddy 235 
created and burst it.  236 

Figure 8: The prototype of the incubator's liquid sector layout. 

14 
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 255 

5. Control Phase 256 

The ventilation mechanism measured for a given class of eddies that are subject to vary from other classes 257 
(Russakovsky O. et al., 2015). Two incidents of each type of eddies with various ranges are generated and considered 258 
as input P of the system. The gas exchanges based on barrier's thickness that treated like a layer of water that work on 259 
control of O2solubility in barrier as illustrated in Figure 9.1. Eddies affect pressure types are: 260 

Eddies class 1 (P1): P is the gradual response to a second order system G(s)=1/(20S^(2+0.5S+1)) with a step of 261 
Range 20, and the test occurrence is generated with a step of range 15. 262 

 Eddies class 2 (P2): P is a step of Range 3 for the training occurrence and Range 2 for the test occurrence. 263 

 Normal operation (N0): all samples before the introduction of eddies constitute the normal operation data. 264 

This stage focuses on imaging the position of eddy creation and its evolution until move through resistance aisle 265 
(eddies case), and analyzing the sub-causal factors via a Neural-Network (NN) model (Yosinski J., et al., 2014) to 266 
suggest the modification process until the eddy push its space and create negative pressure as illustrated in Table-1. 267 
These standards tackled via Minitab(v.16) to detect the significance of setting muzzle's orifice diameter. In Eq. 2, 268 
describe the NN structure as illustrated in Figure-4, where h(t) is the diffusion speed output at time t (at rest 0.75s:0.25s 269 
at sea level), which inversely proportional to the cardiac output also to allow gas exchanged as illustrate in Figure 9.1, 270 
and depends on the layer thickness between alveoli and capillary that treated as illustrated in Figure 10 and input x(t) 271 
for significant factors inferred from Figs 5,6 and 7, also depends on learned pressure P. The need to seeking the 272 
significant factors (including Max flow, feed-rate, pressure, (Re), viscosity, kinetic viscosity, liquid temperature, 273 
respiratory cycle-time, muzzle orifice, and hose sections diameter). The NN that connected with a sensor used to 274 
predict the accurate values especially (Re) based on Eq. 1 (S. Melzer, et al., 2019 ) to maintain pushing air in stationary 275 
situation also. 276 

Plateau stage 

illustrates in Fig. 1 

Figure 10:  The two vanes angle-setting 

viewer from top 

Figure 9.1: gases air exchange among alveoli 

and capillaries 

Figure 9:  Static and Dynamic compliance at holes 

Illustrate at Fig. 8 Ventilator 

tank 

 

 
 

Peak stage 

illustrates in 

Fig. 1 
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Where, 277 

 278 

 279 

 280 

 281 

While In Eq. 3, the function A represents the activation function. In this section, we examine effect of several 282 
eddies types for describing pressure flow. The pressure flow in the ventilator system is in general unsteady. In most 283 
regions, it is disturbance due to the systolic or diastolic pumping used to suction of ventilator from intermediate room 284 
as cited by S. Melzer et. al., 2019. The Pressure, viscosity and velocity variables vary periodically with time and have 285 
direct impact on process efficiency. A dimensionless parameter called the Womersley number,𝛼,Where 𝛽 the radius 286 
of the orifice section is, 𝜔 is the frequency of the suction wave in radians/sec, and 𝑣 is the kinematic viscosity. 𝛼 =287 
𝛽√

𝜔

𝑣
 This definition shows that the Womersley number (Weissenbrunner, et al., 2015) is a composite parameter of the 288 

Reynolds number = 2𝛽𝑢/𝑣 , and the Strouhal number 𝑆𝑡 = 2𝛽𝜔/𝑢. The square of the Womersley number is called 289 
the Stokes number. The Womersley number denotes the ratio of unsteady inertial pressure to viscous forces in the 290 
orifice sections flow. Cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, x) where x is the axial coordinate, r is the radial distance from the 291 
x-axis, and θ is the circumferential (azimuthal) angle. The axial flow velocity in a orifice section of radius, u= u(r) =292 
𝑟2−𝛽2

4𝜇
(
𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑥
⁄ ), where 𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑥
⁄  is constant pressure gradient, as shown in Figure-9 and equals [

(𝑝1 − 𝑝2
𝐿⁄ ] , where L is the 293 

length of the orifice section, which is defined above. Therefore,𝑢(𝑟) = (
𝛽2∆𝑝

4𝜇𝐿
)(1 −

𝑟2

𝛽2
), The maximum velocity occurs at 294 

the center of the orifice section, r= 0, and is given by: 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (
∆𝑝𝛽2

4𝜇𝐿
) , according to J. Steinbock, et. al., 2019, Velocity 295 

measurement is used for flow rate controlling in various industries within a fully turbulent flow rate via analytical 296 
formulation for the Reynolds number dependence of the profile is derived. The turbulent flow of studied liquid in a 297 
orifice section with an inner diameter D= 48 mm is considered. The straight cylindrical orifice section downstream of 298 
the double elbow has a length of 60D as shown in Figure-11. The volumetric velocity is fixed to be u = 4.19 ms-1, 299 

which corresponds to a Reynolds number of about Re=0.3103. In order to perform the numerical simulations in this 300 
setup was used and resultin appeared in Figure-14. The Reynolds-averaged equations were solved with the closure 301 

Table 1. The effected factors on incubation's liquid ventilator sector at WPY. 

Effect Factors 
Levels Effect Factors  

Low High  Low High 

1. Liquid Temperature 19 oC 47.41 oC 5. Circulation number [] 1.135 1.286 

2. Ambient Temperature 5oC 50.56oC 5.1.Vane angle Anti-CW -7.4o -2o 

3. Muzzle diameter 4 mm 9 mm 5.2. Balloon's Elasticity  +2.5 +12 

4. Reynolds number (Re) 662 3312 6. Kinematic viscosity m2/s 12 15 

4.1. Ø Orifice aisles (A) 8mm 12mm 7. Air Pressure 200 Pascal 300 Pascal 

4.2. Ø Orifice aisles (B) 11mm 13mm 8. Respiratory cycle-time 2.5 7 sec 

4.3. Ø Orifice aisles (C)         10mm   15mm 9.  Viscosity 100 486.67 

(𝑹𝒆)  = 𝝆 ∗ 𝒗 ∗
𝑫

𝑯
𝝁⁄ = 𝑸 ∗

𝑫
𝑯

𝒗𝑨⁄ =
𝒊𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒄𝒆

𝒗𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚 𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒄𝒆⁄ =

(𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 × 𝒂𝒄𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏)

𝒅𝒚𝒏𝒂𝒎𝒊𝒄 𝒗𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚 × 𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒂 ×
𝒗𝒆𝒍𝒐𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚

𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆

=

𝝆 ∗
𝑳

𝝉
∗ 𝑳

𝝁
=

𝒗𝑳

𝑽
… … (𝟏) 

ℎ𝑖(𝑡)
𝑚 = ∑ (𝑊𝑖,𝑗

𝑚𝑁ℎ
𝑚−1

𝑗=1
. 𝑦𝑗

𝑚−1 + 𝑏𝑗
𝑚)𝑡 ……… (2)         While,              𝑦𝑖

𝑚 = 𝐴(ℎ𝑖
𝑚) … …… (3) 

𝑫𝑯 Hydraulic incubator diameter  𝑴𝑨 Muzzle's hose cross section area m2 

𝝆 Density of the fluid kg/m3 𝒗 Kinematic viscosity m2/s 

𝑽 Velocity of the liquid bubbles m/s 𝝁 Alveoli elasticity membrane N.s/m2 

𝑳 Linear dimension m y The output prediction for deviation 

Figure 11: Impact factors for forces into muzzle path. 
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model κ-ω from Wilcox, which shows the eddy viscosity models results among in a section flow as suggested by A. 302 
Weissenbrunne, et. al., 2016. 303 

5.1. Experimental Results of incubator pressure output 304 

The control revealed that eddies have three creating types: two of these classified as wide spiraled or smooth 305 
flattened, while the third called "axis-symmetric". The (Re) and  have a direct influence on bubble path and eddy 306 
creation, and must be set at 1600< (Re) <1800 and 1.15<  <1.18 as illustrated in Figure-12. The feed-rate increases 307 
to 170 with low viscosity 127 mPa with save the other factors as illustrate in right box into figure as illustrated in 308 
Figure-13. The vane angle is set anti-clockwise, between {10:12}. The kinetic viscosity is fixed at 55.5 MPa at all 309 
factors, and the process interacts with its pressure and robot arm angle, as illustrated in Figure-14, whether the contour 310 
illustrated in Figure-15 is set at 1400< (Re) <1800 if the vane angle set at 100. 311 

 312 
 313 
 314 
 315 
 316 
 317 
 318 
 319 
 320 
 321 
 322 
 323 
 324 
 325 
 326 
 327 
 328 
 329 
 330 
 331 
 332 
 333 
 334 
 335 

Figure-16 illustrates how the suggested inputs of optimization values start the NN model running to increase the 336 
process's reliability, for main factors, to reduce rate of defective ventilator to 5 ppm. Sets of Experiments were 337 

Figure-12: The contour plot of eddies/bubbles/h under 

Re and  

Figure-13: The contour plot of eddies/bubbles/h under 

feed-rate and viscosity intersection 

Figure 15: The contour plot of eddy/bubbles/h under Re 

and anti-clock wise angle direction 
Figure 14: The contour plot of eddy/bubbles/h under 

kinetic viscosity and anti-clock wise angle direction 

Figure 16: ‟The optimization values for all significant 

factors to decrease ventilator's slowdown” 

Figure 17: ‟The muzzle's hose distance 

between two nearest point” 
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performed fixing 622< (Re) <1954, while 1.083 <Ω<1.38, and the vanes’ angle was suggested to be 47o, while the 338 
viscosity was 127.63. For each vane's angle and its rotation, the disturbance effect flow was observed and the axial 339 
eddies that appeared was recorded 340 

5.1.1. Eddy Burst class types  341 

The types of eddies classified and described via injecting red dye ink into the incubator's fluid, which monitors 342 
its movement paths, and classified eddies type, as follows: 343 

5.1.1.1. Type 1 ـــ Wide spiral class eddies 344 

The wide spiral eddies classified into two subsidiary classes (disturbance and double helix). The central dye 345 
filament moves axially toward the orifice resistance aisles with a cylindrical section as illustrated in Figure-9, (A) 346 
without deviation, if for the vane, radially, Φ = 0. Since the eddy/bubble transported gradually in the fluid, the focal 347 
dye filament has shown a small pulse in the filament within its end, whereas, if the swirl increased further than the 348 
reference value, as illustrated in dashboards (1,2) of Figure-18, the central filament (eddies class) moves gently and 349 
distinctly off-axis at azimuthal axis. 350 

 351 

 352 

 353 

 354 

 355 

 356 

 357 

 358 

 359 

 360 

 361 

 362 
According to the recorded observations, a wide spiral eddies (i.e., type 1) is controlled at (Re) ranging from 1308 363 

to 1954 for cylindrical resistance aisles, which is illustrated in the dashboards (1 a & b) and dashboard (2), where the 364 
maximum direct flow is proportional with Ω. In both cases illustrated in the dashboards (1, 2) of type 1, the flow 365 
abruptly began to roll up, back toward the initial point of deviation, into a spiral. As this occurred, the filament 366 
downstream totally burst and create negative pressure pushes the air to high compliance room of ventilator through 367 
orifice resistance aisles, where (Re) =670 with Ω = 1.1800 to cause lung work. 368 

5.1.1.2. Type 2.1, Flattened bubble eddies 369 

The flattened eddies originated when type-1 disruption done, occasionally and spontaneously when the Reynolds 370 
numbers increased and Circulation decreased to control their paths toward resistance orifice and burst before pass to 371 
high compliance room. Therefore, the orifice prefered to be cone section as illustrated in Figure-9, (B) and analyzed at 372 
Figure-19, this transformation increase in the swirl, which undesirable. Therefore, The NN intervenes to prevent this 373 
transformation to control the propagation during fluid flow toward its destination (i.e., resistance compliance orifice 374 
room).   375 

Db. (1) Type 1 disturbance bubbles. 

(a) For (Re = 1308, Ω = 1.15 ) 

(b) For (Re =1308, Ω = 1.32 ) 

Db. (2) The disturbances of double helix waste. 

(Re = 1500, Ω = 1.896 ) 

Figure 18: (a) Type 1, The Db (1) and the Db (2) of wide spiral waste shape; (b) Type 1, The Db (2) of wide spiral bubble 

waste shape behavior. 

Behavior of Disturbance 
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 376 

 

 

 

5.1.1.3. Type 2.2, Bubble axially eddies 377 

Figure-20, Db. (3) illustrates the birth of the flattened eddies, which in few seconds fully formed as dye began to 378 
exit from its tornado zone randomly and fail in passing through resistance orifice aisle toward high compliance room 379 
as illustrated in Figure-20 unless design this orifice in cone section and adjust the Re and Ω as illustrated in Dbs. (4 a 380 
and b). The Axial eddies class appeared intensively over the length of Db. (5) as illustrated in Figure-21, with an open 381 
and asymmetric rear, but have a short lifetime.  382 

This  383 
 384 

 385 

 386 

Db. (3) The flattened bubble 

eddies created instantaneously. 

((Re) = 850, Ω = 1.31). 

Dbs. (4 a & b) A flattened bubble 

eddies with several distinct 

empting ((Re) = 1850, Ω = 1.15). 

Db. (5) The axially eddy burst 

bubbles at (Ω =1.09 , 1600< 

(Re)<1887). 

Db. (6 a) The wake instability 

for filling & emptying of the 

eddy and bubbles. ( Ω = 1.17, 
1600<(Re) <1885) 

Db. (6 b) The emptying tail of 

the burst tended to return to the 

hose axis. (Ω = 1.26, (Re) = 
1500). 

Db. (6 c) The spiraling of the 

eddy core in bubbles (Ω = 

2.25 , (Re) = 1954). 

Figure-20: (a) Type 2, The Db (3) and the Db (4a & 4b) of Flattened bubble waste shape; (b) Type 2, The Db (3) and 

the Db (4a & 4b) of Flattened bubble waste behavior. 

Type 2, Flattened bubble path shape and behavior 

Orifice aisle 

; 

Figure-19: The relationship between Ω and (Re) 

to control the bubbles path 

 

Figure-21: ‟The Bubble eddy axially image at different range of (Re) and Ω” 

 

Screwworm 

Bubble nose 

Orifice aisle 

(b) 
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Therefore, must pass the resistance aisle orifice quickly via parabolic nose cone section. It is approximately one 387 
bubble in length leading to a loosely spiral eddies, which increases the likelihood of instabilities, especially if another 388 
bubble is formed uncontrollable turbulence. Indeed, eddies were spotted to fill and empty the route in two aspects: 389 
occurred at the fully obverse location near the backward of the eddy at one azimuthal axis, while it emptied at the 390 
azimuthal axis on the other side, 180o away, as illustrated in Db. (6 a) for 1600<(Re) <1885 and Ω = 1.17 at Figure-391 
21. Eddies has an axial class because a stagnation point characterizes it, but soon the dye filament expanded to form 392 
the envelope of a bubble of the tornado. Therefore, the resistance room orifice must wide and short. But soon, its 393 
destination being filled and tilted toward the burst at the point farthest from its source and near the farthest destination 394 
point, but the generated pressure is weak, as discussed from Db. (6 b), while (Re) = 1500 and Ω = 1.26. These eddies 395 
of filling and discharging were the most commonly spotted one. The second eddies observed as illustrated in Db. (6 396 
c), for (Re) = 1954 and Ω = 2.25, when the eddy has the tentative occurrence as a string on the axis inside bolt worm 397 
that preserved until the incubator exhaust all used liquid. Therefore, the incubator dispersed via a route far away from 398 
the related Reynolds (Re) = 1308 and Circulation Ω = 1.244 as inferred when controlling according to values shown 399 
in Figure-22. 400 

 401 

  402 

6. Improvement phase 403 

In this phase, we concentrated on constructing a new paradigm by using the Neural-Network learning and 404 
profoundly understand the ventilator operation unseen messages (Srikanth Namuduri, et al., 2020) between the 405 
collected data of the significant factors illustrated in Figure-14. This enabled us to make an intelligent type of ventilator 406 
incubator, and prelude to the control phase, where the device amended their entries (i.e., input significant factors) and 407 
adjusted their components’ values to control the studied eddies as aforementioned (e.g., eddy creation, eddy 408 
movement, the underutilization). The ventilator operations has two modes of treatment. The first named the non-409 
invasive ventilation (NIV), which follows two theories, PEEP vs. EPAP. The PEEP means Positive End-Expiratory 410 
Pressure, while EPAP means expiratory positive airway pressure; both based on tackling the patient's case via pushing 411 
air for inspiration for a fixed time (t) and then left the expiration process done automatically maybe for twice (t) 412 
mechanically without the slightest patients' help. The pressure may increase above the atmospheric one via liquid's 413 
incubator control as illustrates in Figure-23, and which points to the influencing of respiratory mechanism time. The 414 
second treatment named the continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) based on drawing negative pressure as 415 
illustrates in Figure-24, via bursting eddies when paths through orifice resistance aisles when directs to high 416 
compliance room that mimics alveoli and back to zero in exhalation process, which determined via patient's lung 417 
ability to adjust the beginning pressure value. This pressure controlled via using IoT that contains a patient's data that 418 
analyzed and predicted the deviation of related influencing factors via NN to maintain the patient's stability case. The 419 
two treatments work under fixed 5cm H2O pressure, which must be controlled. 420 

Figure-22: ‟Type 2, Flattened eddy's bubble 

affect according to Re and Ω” 

Figure-23: ‟Type 2, Flattened eddy's bubble 

affect according to viscosity and feed-rate” 
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The ventilator mechanism enhanced when its performance based on varying between NIV (PEEP or EPAP) at 421 
first and switch to CPAP to enhance the lung efficiency. Figure-17 aforementioned illustrates this switching through 422 
incubator (e.g., reservoir) appeared in (D) letter, which necessary controlled via adopting WPY to enhance its 423 
mechanism efficiency. The main target of WPY using is for monitoring the respiratory cycle time that shown in Figure-424 
25 and illustrate that there are a time gap between the inspiration and expiration phases. The cycle-time is a summation 425 
of inhalation time (TI) (PEEP/EPAP), Pause phase (TIPause) (CPAP), and exhalation time (TE). These variables that measured 426 
via IoT data sensors and reserved on patient's dataset have been tackled through Neural-Network model to predict 427 
with its variation with time.        428 

6.1. Neural-Network Model 429 

Neural networks have been used with 430 
computers since the 1950s, and soon it became 431 
a tool used by all researchers from various 432 
disciplines who present many different models 433 
that specifically tailored for the deterministic 434 
cases. The perceptron is one of the earliest 435 
neural networks mimic a human memory, 436 
learning, and cognitive processes "human-like 437 
thought". Rather, the individual cells that 438 
make up the human brain are studied 439 
(JürgenSchmidhuber, et al., 2015). The human 440 
brain as a whole is far too complex to model 441 
aims at predicting the rapid deviation for some 442 
of the influencing factors affect for patients' 443 
cases and ventilators' performance. The data 444 
input for controlling the eddy/bubble-creating 445 
significant factors are feed-rate, viscosity, 446 
(Re), Ω, Ø muzzle orifice, and liquid 447 
temperature. These variables have correlation 448 
of 0.94 with the significant factors in causing 449 
defective behavior for the respiratory 450 
mechanism (which include pressure, Ø muzzle, 451 
respiratory cycle-time, (Re), Ω, and kinetic 452 
viscosity and vane angle) and considered the 453 
influencing inputs of neural structure as 454 
illustrated in Figure-26. The NN model 455 
consisted from 713 observations, and 72 of 456 
them used for training model proposed via the 457 
following code. Figure-27 clarifies the actual 458 
value vs. output plot for the trained ANN 459 
simulated by all the training data set. 460 
Performance of the network improved if the 461 
amount of training data increased, where the 462 
authors suffered in collecting the data 463 
effectively, where it collected in a mechanism 464 
environment, rather than a laboratory 465 
environment. This figure pushes to adjust the 466 
sensitivity of proposed smart ventilator device 467 

Figure-24: The upper airway profile pressure NIV 

Figure-25: The respiratory cycle time  

Figure-26: The structure of the neural element 

Hidden layer inside 

Predicted failure via deviation 

measurement based on IoT data 

IoT data sensor 
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adaptation every 15 sec, via adjusting the diameter of aisle's orifice. 468 
close all, clear all, clc, format compact; 469 

load Minitab_InputInfelunceVariables.mat 470 
whos 471 
figure 472 
plot(EddyImage.Diameter(find(target==1),:)','b')  473 
grid on, hold on 474 
plot(Diameter(find(target>1),:)','r')  475 
xabel('PassTime')  ylabel('Diameter') 476 
[pn,ps1] = mapstd(Diameter'); 477 
FP.maxfrac = 0.05; [DetectEddy,ps2] = DetectEddy(pn, 478 
FP); 479 
EddyImage.Diameter2 = DetectEddy'; 480 
whosDiam. Diameter2 481 
plot(EddyImage.diameter2(:,1), 482 
EddyImage.diameter2(:,2),'.') 483 
grid on, hold on 484 
plot(EddyImage.Diameter2(find(target>1),1), Diameter2… 485 
(find(target>1),2),'r.') xlabel('Time in sec') 486 
ylabel('Orifice's aisle diameter') 487 
target = double (target > 1); 488 
net = feedforwardnet([6 4]); 489 
net.divideParam.trainRatio = 0.70;  490 
net.divideParam.valRatio = 0.15;  491 
net.divideParam.testRatio = 0.15;  492 
[net,tr,Y,E] = train(net, 493 
EddyImage.Diameter2',target'); 494 
threshold = 0.5; Y = double(Y > threshold)'; 495 
cc = 100*length(find(Y==target))/length(target);  496 
figure(28) 497 
a = axis; xspan = a(1)-10 : .1 : a(2)+10; yspan = a(3)-498 
10 : .1 : a(4)+10; 499 
[P1,P2] = meshgrid(xspan,yspan); 500 
pp = [P1(:) P2(:)]'; 501 
aa = sim(net,pp);  aa = double(aa > 502 
threshold);   503 
ma = mesh(P1,P2,reclass(-504 
aa,length(yspan),length(xspan))-4); 505 
mb = mesh(P1,P2,reclass( 506 
aa,length(yspan),length(xspan))-5); 507 
set(ma,'facecolor',[.7 1.0 1],'linestyle','none');  508 
set(mb,'facecolor',[1 0.7 1],'linestyle','none');view(2) 509 

Figure-29: ‟The contour plots of bubbles creation 

causes as a beginning value of NN runs” 

  

Figure-30: ‟The contour plots of respiratory cycle-time 

related with other influence variables” 

 

Type-I Type-II 

Db. (5), Db. (6b)  

Type-II 

Db. (3), Db. (4a,b) 

Type-II 

Db. (6a), Db. (6c)  

Reynolds (Re) interferes with viscosity 
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Figure 28: The intersection of significant factors 

Figure-27: The time-distance eddy relationship 
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This code's statements based on Neural-Network algorithm via back-propagation to reset all influencing inputs’ data, 510 
as illustrated in [Figures 27, 28, 29 and 30]. The code optimizes the output of limited defects to gain six sigma standard 511 
values. Test Results; the results of testing for the ANN used in this work using unseen data are shown in Figure-31 512 
for incubator (reservoir) capacity. The convergence condition considered when the range between actual values and 513 
predicted output is greater than 0.55, referred to as the limitation of training data set as illustrated in Figure-32. 514 

 515 
6.2. The Wireless Poka-Yoke program code 516 

This section of the paper will be using the so-called multilayer feed-forward network, which is the best choice 517 
for the proposed application. Each layer of the neural network contains connections to the next layer, which have the 518 
influencing variables, but there are no connections at backpropagation. Therefore, the proposed model illustrate in 519 
Figure-33 based on tackling the IoT data sensors that collect all measured values for patients' five cases and ventilators 520 
settings. One of the problems with the backpropagation training (i.e., it is a supervised learning method and is a 521 
generalization of the delta rule) is the degree to which the weights are changed. It requires a follower-up that knows 522 
or can calculate the desired output for any input in the training set [50]. In order to understand better the way error 523 
decreases and its rapid response time enhanced, consider the following error surface illustrates in Figure-34. Typically, 524 
the network consists of a set of sensory units (source nodes) that constitute the input layer, one or more hidden layers 525 
of computation nodes (i.e., unseen mechanism), and an output layer of computation nodes (i.e., pressure value). In its 526 
common use, most neural networks will have one hidden layer, and it's very rare for a neural network to have more 527 
than two hidden layers. The input signal propagates through the network in a forward direction, on a layer-by-layer 528 
basis. The proposed neural networks based on processing many variables in parallel at the same time commonly 529 
referred to as multilayer perceptron. Multilayer perceptron's have been applied successfully to solve some difficult 530 
and diverse problems, by training them in a supervised manner with a highly popular algorithm known as the error 531 
back-propagation algorithm (described further). Please note that in our application, we will be using the Resilient 532 
propagation algorithm, which is very similar to back-propagation [51]. The neural network itself will be composed of 533 
neurons (main information-processing units as neurons within a human brain) of the same kind, placed within different 534 
layers. 535 

IoT, data sensor; Neural Network 

Figure-33: ‟The deep NN Resilient Back 

propagation model” 

Figure-34: ‟The error surface for influence 

variables levels”  

Figure-31: ‟Influence of the positional accuracy on 

the flow-rate velocity for Chebyshev method at (k=1)” 

Figure-32: ‟Deviation of flow-rate through different 

velocity according to Reynolds (Re)” 
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They will exhibit the same characteristics; hence, if you understand how one neuron designed you will not have 536 
problems in understanding how the entire network works. Generally, the model of a neuron can summarize in the 537 
following block diagram illustrated in Figure-35. 538 

6.2.1. Pre-processing of the Eddies' Image 539 

Imaging of eddies will be done in Grey-scaling after dye injection (i.e., each grayscale pixel value is divided by 540 
256 to convert it to value ranging from 0 to1 so that it can be fed into a neural network) then shrinking the original 541 
image to 50x50 pixels will drastically reduce the number of input neurons to about 2500. This will also reduce the 542 
complexity and features that the neural network needs to analyze through the next code according to data shown in 543 
Table-2. This approach can be scaled to any number of classifications. 544 

Table 2. Limit of input variables in the neural network model 

Parameters Down Up 

X1: Neurons number 2 16 

X2: Learning rate 0.01 0.4 

X3: Training counter 200 2500 

X4: Momentum constant 0.1 0.9 

X5: Number of training runs 3 7 

public static EddyImage<Gray, Byte>  545 
    ConvertOriginalEddyImageToGrayScaleAndProcess(EddyImage<Bgr, Byte> orginalEddyImage) 546 
{ 547 
    var grayScale = orginalEddyImage.Convert<Gray, Byte>( ); 548 
    return grayScale.Resize(50,50, Emgu.CV.CvEnum.Inter.Cubic, false); 549 
} 550 
public static double[ ] GetNetworkFeedArray(EddyImage<Gray, Byte> EddyImage) 551 
{ 552 
    var EddyImageBytes = EddyImage.Bytes; 553 
    double[ ] networkFeed = new double[EddyImageBytes.Count( )]; 554 
    for (int i = 0; i < EddyImageBytes.Length; i++) 555 
    { 556 
        networkFeed[i] = ((double)EddyImageBytes[i] / 256);  557 
    } 558 
    return networkFeed; 559 
} 560 
public (double[ ][ ], double[ ][ ]) 561 
GetBatchDataFromEddyImages(IPagedList<LocalEddyImage> 562 
localEddyImages) 563 
{ 564 
    var numberOfEddyImages = localEddyImages.Count; 565 
    double[ ][ ] batchInputs = new double[numberOfEddyImages][ ]; 566 
    double[ ][ ] batchOutputs = new double[numberOfEddyImages][ ]; 567 
    foreach (int i in Enumerable.Range(0, numberOfEddyImages)) 568 
    { 569 
        var currentLocalEddyImage = localEddyImages[i]; 570 
        (double[ ] normalizedEddyImageData, EddyImageType EddyImageType) =  571 
             LocalEddyImage.GetImageInformationForNeuralNetwork(currentLocalEddyImage); 572 
        batchInputs[i] = normalizedEddyImageData; 573 
        batchOutputs[i] = new double[ ]  574 
                { currentLocalEddyImage.EddyImageType == EddyImageType.Eddy ? 1 : 0,  575 
                  currentLocalEddyImage.EddyImageType == EddyImageType.Eddy ? 0 : 1 }; 576 
    } 577 
    return (batchInputs, batchOutputs); 578 
} 579 
private static bool DetectEddy(INeuralNetwork neuralNetwork, EddyImage<Gray, Byte> EddyImage) 580 
{ 581 
    double[ ] networkFeed = LocalEddyImage.GetNetworkFeedArray(EddyImage); 582 
    var networkOutput = neuralNetwork.GenerateOutput(networkFeed); 583 
    var outputValue = networkOutput[0]; 584 
    var complementaryOutputValue = networkOutput[1]; 585 
    return outputValue > 0.98 && complementaryOutputValue < 0.02; 586 
} 587 

Figure-35: The Neuron's model block 
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It is important to remember that the inputs to the neural network model are floating-point numbers, which 588 
represented as C# double type. The output layer of the NN is what actually presents a pattern to the next mechanism 589 
stage. The number of output neurons related to the type of work that the NN is to perform. There are really two 590 
decisions that made regarding the hidden layers, which mimic the proposed mechanism: how many hidden layers 591 
actually have in the network and how many neurons will be in each of these layers. The answer based on the number 592 
of impact factors that must be tackled in parallel. 593 

public static IncubatorSize GenerateNew( ) 594 
{ 595 
    double x = (random.NextDouble( )) / (double)1.1;  double y = (random.NextDouble( )) / (double)1.1; 596 
    var smallerValue = x > y ? x : y; 597 
    double width = random.Next(1000000, (int)(((double)1 - smallerValue) * 10000000)) / (double)10000000; 598 
    double height = width; 599 
    return new IncubatorSize( ) 600 
    { 601 
        X = x, Y = y, 602 
        Width = width, 603 
        Height = height 604 
    }; 605 
} 606 
public static List<IncubatorSize > GenerateRandomIncubatorSizees( ) 607 
{ 608 
    var IncubatorSizeList = new List<IncubatorSize>( ) { new IncubatorSize( )  609 
                   { Height = 1, Width = 1, X = 0, Y = 0 } }; 610 
    foreach (int i in Enumerable.Range(0, 1000)) 611 
    {    612 
        IncubatorSizeList.Add(IncubatorSize.GenerateNew( )); 613 
    } 614 
    return IncubatorSizeList; 615 
} 616 
private static (EddyImage<Gray, Byte>, System.Drawing.Rectangle)  617 
    GetAreaUnderIncubatorSize(EddyImage<Bgr, Byte> originalEddyImage, IncubatorSize IncubatorSize) 618 
{ 619 
    var originalEddyImageCopy = originalEddyImage.Copy( ); 620 
    var rectangle = GetRectangleFromAnchroBox(originalEddyImageCopy, IncubatorSize); 621 
    originalEddyImageCopy.ROI = rectangle; 622 
    var croppedEddyImage = LocalEddyImage.ConvertOriginalEddyImageToGrayScaleAndProcess (originalEddyImageCopy.Copy( )); 623 
    originalEddyImageCopy.ROI = System.Drawing.Rectangle.Empty; 624 
   return (croppedEddyImage, rectangle); 625 
} 626 
private CPAPBeliveNetworkLearning  627 
      GetUnsupervisedTeacherForNetwork(CPAPBeliveNetwork CPAPNetwork) 628 
{ 629 
    var teacher = new CPAPBeliveNetworkLearning(CPAPNetwork) 630 
    { 631 
        Algorithm = (hiddenLayer, visibleLayer, i) => new ContrastiveDivergenceLearning(hiddenLayer, visibleLayer) 632 
        { 633 
            LearningRate = 0.1, 634 
            Momentum = 0.5 635 
        } 636 
    }; 637 
    return teacher; 638 
} 639 
private ResilientBackpropagationLearning GetSupervisedTeacherForNetwork (CPAPBeliveNetwork CPAPNetwork) 640 
{ 641 
    var teacher = new ResilientBackpropagationLearning(CPAPNetwork) 642 
    { 643 
        LearningRate = 0.1 //Momentum = 0.5 644 
    }; 645 
    return teacher;} 646 
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6.2.2. Training Code to activate the WPY model 647 

/// <summary>// Train network/// </summary> 648 
/// <param name="status">Delegate to be invoked</param> 649 
/// <param name="trainFrom">Train from</param> 650 
/// <param name="trainTo">Train to</param> 651 
private void TrainNetwork(DateTime trainFrom, DateTime trainTo, TrainingStatus status) 652 
{ 653 
    if (_input == null || _ideal == null) 654 
        CreateTrainingSets(trainFrom, trainTo); /*Create training sets, according to input parameters*/ 655 
    _trainThread = Thread.CurrentThread; 656 
    int counter = 1; 657 
    ITrain train = null; 658 
    try 659 
    { 660 
        /*Start training with Resilient-backpropagation algorithm*/ 661 
        var trainSet = new BasicNeuralDataSet(_input, _ideal); 662 
        train = new ResilientPropagation(_network, trainSet); 663 
        double deviation; 664 
        do 665 
        { 666 
            train.Iteration( ); 667 
            deviation = train.Deviation; 668 
            if (status != null) 669 
                status.Invoke(counter, deviation, TrainingAlgorithm.Resilient); 670 
            counter++; 671 
        } while (deviation > MaxDeviation); 672 
    } 673 
    catch (ThreadAbortException) {/*Training aborted*/_trainThread = null; } 674 
    finally 675 
    { 676 
        train.FinishTraining( ); 677 
    } 678 
    _trainThread = null; 679 
} 680 
/// <summary>/// Create a new network/// </summary> 681 
/// <param name="unseenMechaneism">Number of hidden layers</param> 682 
/// <param name="hiddenUnits">Number of hidden units within each hidden layer</param> 683 
private void CreateNetwork(int hiddenUnits, int unseenMechaneism) 684 
{ 685 
    _network = new BasicNetwork {Name = "Eddies path Predictor",  686 
  Type = "Network for prediction analysis"}; 687 
    _network.AddLayer(new BasicLayer(INPUT_TUPLES * INDEXES_TO_CONSIDER)); /*Input*/ 688 
    for (int i = 0; i < unseenMechaneism; i++) 689 
        _network.AddLayer(new BasicLayer 690 
  (new ActivationTANH( ), true, hiddenUnits));  691 
    _network.AddLayer(new BasicLayer (new ActivationTANH(), true, OUTPUT_SIZE));  692 
    _network.Structure.FinalizeStructure( ); 693 
    _network.Reset( ); 694 
} 695 

7.1. Output analysis 696 

Calculating the output of a single image input, which appeared in dashboards from (1) to (6), are analyzed in a 697 
single line. The length of the output array is the same as the number of output neurons in the network. There are five 698 
types (A, B, C, D, and E) of patients' cases as illustrates in Figure-36 that must proposed code guarantee the rapid 699 
response to reduce the risk and increase the ventilator's performance. This code activate the aforementioned the 700 
resilient back propagation model to enhance the data collected to predict the most suitable case of ventilator adjustable 701 
to reduce patient's risk. 702 
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public double[ ] GenerateOutput(double[ ] inputs) 703 
{ 704 
Switch (infeluncing_factors) 705 
Infeluncing factors == respiration cycle-time 706 
Case mandatory_inspiration_A: 707 
Push_high_rate_air ON; 708 

Db. (1, a) Db. (1, b) 

Patient's case Ventilator adjustment Patient case Ventilator adjustment 
Unexplained 

hyperthermia 
38.5 0C 

Temperature  33 0C Unexplained 

hyperthermia 
38.5 0C 

Temperature 33 0C 

Viscosity  1.31 mPa s Viscosity  0.931 mPa s 

Hyper-

Coagulable 
Low 

Reynolds Number 1308 Hyper-

Coagulable 
Low 

Reynolds Number 1308 

Circulation No. 1.15 Circulation Number 1.32 

Respiratory 

acceleration 
Low 

7/minute 
Respiratory cycle time 3.12 sec Respiratory 

acceleration 
High 

15/minute 
Respiratory cycle time 3.12 sec 

Orifice aisle section Cylinder Orifice aisle section Cone 

Break; 709 
Case spontaneous_ inspiration_B: 710 
Push_low_rate_air ON; 711 

Db. (2) 

Patient's case Ventilator adjustment 
Unexplained 

hyperthermia 39 0C 
Temperature  34 0C 

Viscosity  0.931 mPa s 

Hyper-

Coagulable 
Moderate 

Reynolds Number 1500 

Circulation Number 1.896 

Respiratory 

acceleration 

Low 

7/minute 

Respiratory cycle time 3.62 sec 

Orifice aisle section Cylinder 

Break; 712 

Figure-36: The most common patients' cases when use ventilator device 
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Case spontaneous_ inspiration_C: 713 
If ΔC lung > ΔC capillary; 714 
Mix Mandatory &spontaneous air ON; 715 
Push_low_rate_air_with_low_pressure ON; 716 

Db. (3) 

Patient's case Ventilator adjustment 
Unexplained 

hyperthermia 
39 0C 

Temperature  34 0C 

Viscosity  1.01 mPa s 

Hyper-

Coagulable 
moderate 

Reynolds Number 850 

Circulation Number 1.31 

Respiratory 

acceleration 
High 

15/minute 
Respiratory cycle time 4.12 sec 

Orifice aisle section Cone 

Break; 717 
Case sycronization_ inspiration_D: 718 
If ΔC lung < ΔC capillary 719 
triggering_earlier_inspiration_action ON; 720 
make shift to left for distribution of case C; 721 

Db. (4, a) Db. (4, b) 

Patient's case Ventilator adjustment Patient case Ventilator adjustment 
Unexplained 

hyperthermia 
40 0C 

Temperature  26 0C Unexplained 

hyperthermia 
40 0C 

Temperature 29 0C 

Viscosity  1.31 mPa s Viscosity  1.24 mPa s 

Hyper-

Coagulable 
High 

Reynolds Number 1850 Hyper-

Coagulable 
Low 

Reynolds Number 1916 

Circulation No. 1.15 Circulation Number 1.15 

Respiratory 

acceleration 

Moderate 
11/minute 

Respiratory cycle time 3.0 sec Respiratory 

acceleration 
High 

15/minute 
Respiratory cycle time 4.12 sec 

Orifice aisle section cylinder Orifice aisle section Cone 

Else 722 

Db. (5) 

Patient's case Ventilator adjustment 
Unexplained 

hyperthermia 
40 0C 

Temperature  37 0C 

Viscosity  0.806 mPa s 

Hyper-

Coagulable 
High 

Reynolds Number 1600 : 1887 

Circulation Number 1.09 

Respiratory 

acceleration 
High 

15/minute 
Respiratory cycle time 4.62 sec 

Orifice aisle section parabolic nose cone 

Break;             723 
Case Stop_ ventilation_effect_E: 724 
If ΔC lung == ΔC capillary 725 

D(b. 6,a) 

Patient's case Ventilator adjustment 
Unexplained 

hyperthermia 
39 0C 

Temperature  37 0C 

Viscosity  0.735 mPa s 

Hyper-

Coagulable 
High 

Reynolds Number 1600 : 1885 

Circulation Number 1.17 

Respiratory 

acceleration 
Low 

5/minute 
Respiratory cycle time 2.82 sec 

Orifice aisle section Cone 

Db. (6,b) 

Patient's case Ventilator adjustment 
Unexplained 

hyperthermia 
40.5 0C 

Temperature  35 0C 

Viscosity  0.891 mPa s 

Hyper-

Coagulable 
moderate 

Reynolds Number 1500 

Circulation Number 1.26 

Respiratory 

acceleration 
moderate 
10/minute 

Respiratory cycle time 3.12 sec 

Orifice aisle section cylinder 

Db. (6,c) 

Patient's case Ventilator adjustment 
Unexplained 

hyperthermia 
42 0C 

Temperature  34 0C 

Viscosity  0.781 mPa s 

Hyper-

Coagulable 
Low 

Reynolds Number 1954 

Circulation Number 2.25 

Respiratory 

acceleration 
High 

16/minute 
Respiratory cycle time 4.12 sec 

Orifice aisle section parabolic nose cone 

Break; 726 
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Default                        727 
 return network.Compute(inputInfeluenceVariables); 728 
}  729 

 730 

 731 

7.2. Preliminary Results of eddies with reservoir (Incubator capacity) L/R = 12 732 

The original disturbance location for all types of bubble eddies (i.e., movement) based on (Re) and Ω together. 733 
The disturbance class moved upstream as ((Re)) is increased and fixed (Ω), but if the imparted swirl that has been 734 
increased, then the flow moves at a fixed rate. Figure-37 illustrates the optimum values for all influencing factors 735 
affect incubator and patients' cases. Figure-38 illustrate the analysis of NN when use the optimal values shown in 736 
Figure-37 to test the ventilator performance to adjust patients' cases. The outcomes of the dimensionless eddies, 737 
normalized according to incubator (e.g., reservoir) capacity (radius and depth) taking into account ψ+ = ψ/R = 0.6˝. 738 
The capacity effect on variables deviation for L/R =12 according to respiratory cycle-time, are plotted in Figure-39 739 
vs. (Re) and eight different values of Ω, clockwise (because at Counter Clock Wise is optimized) flow direction 740 
(because it is significant). 741 

 742 

Figure-39 illustrates that at Ω = 1.32 and (Re) = 1384, the disturbance was found to be a wide spiral (type 1) at 743 
a distance of about ψ+ = 10.5, point (a). When (Re) was increased to 1888 the type (1) was still occurring but the 744 

Figure-39: ‟Eddy burst as function of Re and Ω at clockwise flow direction for L/R = 12” 

 

Figure-37: ‟Optimum value of influence factors to control eddies paths to 

rapid response time in pushing suitable air pressure” 

Figure-38: ‟The Neural-Network 

output performance” 
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disturbance moved upward to a new eddies of ψ+ = 9.6 point (b). The reliability of the process increases with NN 745 
intervention, reducing the responding time to adjust its influencing factors to increase WPY efficiency by 99.8%, by 746 
reducing the number of slowdown and rapid response time from 70 sec to 3 sec. The respiratory cycle-time is inversely 747 
related with circulation value that controlled according to patient's cases that illustrated in Figure-36. 748 

8. Control Phase 749 

In the final phase, it should 750 
be borne in mind that wide 751 
variation in viscosity value of 752 
patient might lead to serious 753 
consequences, despite the 754 
viscosity not being one of the 755 
common significant factors 756 
according to the control of Figures 757 
29 and 30. Therefore, it 758 
recommended fixing it at 168.56 759 
mPa throughout the control phase, 760 
which revealed that there are three 761 
distinct eddies moving toward 762 
orifice of resistance high 763 
compliance room (i.e., mimicked 764 
alveoli) that affected by significant 765 
factors such as (Re), feed-rate, 766 
viscosity, and Ω, which are varied 767 
to generate pressure pushes the air. 768 
Two of these eddies (wide spiral 769 
and flattened bubble) occurred at (Re) from 670 to 1954 for L/R = 12. Therefore, the NN used to avoid the occurrence 770 
of these types via controlling the optimized values. The other type of eddies occurred at the highest values of (Re) and 771 
was defined by axial eddies' bubble based on circulation; Ω. Eddies appeared in the hysteresis zone occasionally, 772 
shriveling in size (i.e., both diameter and length) as the (Re) or Ω is increased. The liquid temperature was set at 47 

o 773 
C, whereas the ambient temperature adapted to room temperature.  774 

The results of the experimental study drawn from the swirled flow through circular straight reservoir (i.e., 775 
Incubator) as follows: 776 

1) The eddy creation bubbles are smaller for the anti-clockwise special flow direction under control, especially 777 
when pass the cylindrical orifice (L/R = 12). Therefore, to control the output of process performance must 778 
follow Figure-40 recommendations.  779 

2) Eddies’ movement path directions were based on both the (Re) and Ω of the incubator's liquid. However, for 780 
some (Re) values increasing Ω always lead to pushing eddies downstream toward the destination point via 781 
orifice of resistance room. In contrast, an increase in Ω leads to a transformation to another type of eddies 782 
class. The direction of the bubble's burst movement is also resulted generally, when (Re) increased at a 783 
constant value of Ω, viscosity and temperature. This profile is more suitable for patients' cases A, C. 784 

3) In state of Ω = 1.186, a small influence of the eddy bubble can be noted for the cylindrical orifice for the 785 
resistance aisle with the anti-clockwise vane of flow direction and set at approximately 12o. This profile is 786 
more suitable for patients' cases B, C. There is no significant for Hyper-Coagulable level. 787 

4) In case of anti-clockwise flow direction, the eddy always occurred at the destination of the orifice of parabolic 788 
nose cone rather than that in the cylindrical orifice section for all values of Ω, except when Ω ≥ 1.6, where 789 
the eddy has a small effect. This profile is more suitable for patients' case C. 790 

Figure-40: ‟Residual Plots for bubbles' eddy /h” 
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5) On the other hand, in the clockwise flow direction case, the bubbles' eddy occurs at the end of the cone orifice 791 
more than in parabolic nose cone at Ω =1.28, but the results change when Ω is increased to 1.6, where the 792 
bubbles' eddy pass quickly in the parabolic nose cone than about it in the cylindrical one and create negative 793 
pressure enough to lung trigger. This profile is more suitable for patients' cases C, D. 794 

6) The eddy moves slowly toward injection arm at the anti-clockwise flow case for some of the optimal values 795 
for the influencing factors, whereas the circulation of Ω increases, whether for cone or cylindrical orifice 796 
travel. 797 

7) The reliability of the process increases with NN intervention, reducing the defective output by 92.8%, by 798 
reducing the number of defective bathtubs from 70/week to 5/week. 799 

9. Conclusion 800 

 The proposed NN model which based on IoT data that begins it's predicting for process deviation from optimum 801 

of significant local values illustrated in Figure-16, which generated by DOE. The proposed model achieves 802 

approximately an accuracy of 98.6% in responding-time rapidly 803 

and adjusts its inputs according to patients' cases. This work 804 

based on the imaging processes' mechanism through monitoring 805 

eddies that occur and follow its paths profoundly to enhance the 806 

ventilator work and increase its sensitivity to reduce the risky 807 

situation when respiratory cycle-time became not suit the 808 

patient's case according to Figure-41. Therefore, this work 809 

proposes a novel approach called a WPY, which derivative from 810 

DMAIC tools used to fool-proofing action. This work follows 811 

some of eddies' aspects that created to push their bubbles toward 812 

high compliance room orifice, which mimic alveoli when 813 

receiving the air. The study aims at monitors eddies' paths to 814 

install orifice of proposed resistance aisles in face of these paths 815 

with different sections varied according to eddies type. This 816 

approach controlled through IoT data and begins with determine 817 

all influencing factors that effect on the outputs' pressure as 818 

illustrates in Figure-42, then collects the statistical data for 819 

eddies types by imaging process and follow their paths to control  820 

them and enhance the results via using NN. This model aims at 821 

rapid response time of ventilator and patients' cases remotely, 822 

that named wireless poka-yoke "WPY". The WPY based on any 823 

of optimization models to control eddies' path to push maximum 824 

number of bubbles toward the balloons (i.e., alveoli mimicker) 825 

through orifice aisles and create negative pressure pushing the air to working lung according to the patients' biological 826 

factors. This work adopts the neural networks that based on IoT data sensor to predict the optimum values for the 827 

significant variables that selected from applying full factorial DOE, for more details about IoT, ensemble models, 828 

refer to V. T. Tran, et al., 2012 and J. Steinbock, et al., 2016 respectively. If these values controlled via machine (e.g., 829 

ventilator or equipment), which giving it new name (e.g., smart machine), because it resists eddies causes to control 830 

Figure-41: ‟Respiratory cycle-time affected by 

pressure under other influence factors” 

Figure-42: ‟Respiratory cycle-time related with 

viscosity” 
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losses costs. All setting variables for these specific processes case listed in control phase section 8. The slowdown 831 

ventilator reduced to less than 0.08% via join its mechanism with IoT that enhanced with NN model that control all 832 

of its impact input variables that represent influencing factors only xi. 833 
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